The Gravitational wave high-energy Electromagnetic Counterpart All-sky Monitor (GECAM) , composed of two small satellites, is a new mission to monitor the Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) coincident with gravitational wave events with a FOV of 100% all-sky. GECAM detects and localizes 6 keV-5 MeV GRBs via 25 compact and novel Gamma-Ray Detectors (GRDs). Each GRD module is comprised of a LaBr3:Ce scintillator, SiPM array and preamplifier. A large dynamic range is achieved by the high gain and low gain channels of the preamplifier. This article discusses the performance of a GRD prototype which includes a set of radioactive sources in the range of 5.9-1332.5 keV. The energy resolution and energy to ADC channel conversion of the GRD module are also discussed. The typical energy resolution is 5.3% at 662 keV (FWHM) which meets the relevant requirements (< 8% at 662 keV). The energy calibration capability is evaluated by the measured intrinsic activity of LaBr3:Ce and Geant4 simulation results. The test results demonstrate the feasibility of the GECAM GRD design.
Introduction
On August 17, 2017, the Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo jointly detected gravitational waves originating from a binary neutron star coalescence (GW170817) [1] . The Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) onboard Fermi [2] detected a short Gamma -Ray Burst (GRB) ~1.7 s after the GW trigger. A global observation campaign was started in response to the LIGO-Virgo and GBM detections to monitor the multi-wavelength electromagnetic counterpart of gravitational waves [3] . Many gamma-ray telescopes for monitoring GRBs have been proposed given the critical importance of detecting GRBs associated with GW sources, including BurstCube [4] and MERGR [5] .
The Gravitational wave burst high-energy Electromagnetic Counterpart All-sky Monitor (GECAM) is a new mission for monitoring the GW associated GRBs which was proposed in the March of 2016, just after the announcement of the first discovery of GW source by LIGO. GECAM's primary science objective is to detect and localize of X-ray and gamma-ray emission from 6 keV to 5 MeV (the requirement is from 8 keV to 2 MeV) of the GW events detected by LIGO and Virgo. Unlike most of other gamma-ray missions, GECAM consists of two small satellites which operate in the same low earth orbit (~600 km) but with opposite orbital phase. Each GECAM satellite ( Fig. 1) consists of 25 Gamma-Ray Detector (GRD), 8 Charged Particle Detector (CPD) and the EBOX. GRDs and CPDs are used to detect gamma-rays and charged particles respectively. The function of EBOX is to readout and process the data of GRD and CPD and transmits the scientific data to satellite platform.
By using 25 compact and novel GRDs with different orientation, each satellite will monitor all-sky un-occulted by the Earth, resulting in that GECAM features a 100% all-sky FOV. Localization can be reconstructed by relative count rates in GRD detectors [6] . GECAM is planned to launch in 2020 and it will be a very important high energy telescope in the multi-messenger and multi-wavelength era.
The innovation of the GRD design is the application of large-volume LaBr 3: Ce (3〃×3〃×15 mm) and the SiPM array. The LaBr 3 :Ce crystal is one of the best scintillators available, as it features higher light yield and better energy resolution than conventional crystals such as NaI or CsI [7] . Another important merit of LaBr 3 :Ce is the stability of its light output [8] during temperature fluctuation in space. A few space payloads use LaBr 3 :Ce crystal to detect GRBs, including the CGBM onboard the CALET mission [9] . SiPM arrays are semiconductor devices applied in various fields and common to cutting-edge experiments in astroparticle physics. Its advantages include low bias-voltage (several tens of volts), high detection efficiency, insensitivity to magnetic fields, and compact size. The auto-gain control detector of HXMT [10] , for example, is equipped with SiPM which measures the count rate rather than the energy spectra of the calibration radioactive source. Many previous tests have validated the application of the SiPM array in GECAM GRDs [11] .
In this study, we measured the energy response of a GECAM GRD prototype using a series of radioactive sources. We also investigated the feasibility of two-point calibration per the intrinsic activity of LaBr 3 :Ce. Detailed radioactive source spectra, resolution, and energy to ADC channel conversion of the GRD detector are presented. The calibration capability of the LaBr 3 :Ce intrinsic activity is also discussed below. 
Experiment setup
We used a set of radioactive sources ( The large dynamic range of GRD is challenging in terms of preamplifier design. We designed two channels for the preamplifier: high gain and low gain. The quench resistor of the SiPM array is 50 Ω and the preamplifier is capacitively coupled to the SiPM standard output anode with a coupling capacitance of 0.1 μF. The SiPM array signal is amplified at the first stage and then fanned out to the high gain stage and low gain stage (Fig. 3, left) . The detection ranges of high gain and low gain channels are 5-500 keV and 30 keV-3 MeV, respectively. The GRD preamplifier operates in space, so space-qualified devices must be chosen to ensure stable functioning onboard. The preamplifier was developed based on the widely used amplifier LM6172QML
because it has a high slew rate (3000 V/μS) and relatively wide unity-gain bandwidth (100 MHz). As shown in the right panel of The intrinsic activity of LaBr 3 :Ce has two origins: contamination due to the radioactive isotope 227 Ac and its daughters, and the presence of radioactive isotope 138 La. This may be a trouble for low count rate experiments, but it does not affect GECAM measurement because the in-flight background of GECAM is dominated by cosmic x-ray background. On the other hand, the intrinsic activity can also be used for the GRD in-flight calibration. In Fig. 4 , the intrinsic activity (including the laboratory background) is measured in 13.4 h at a total count of 9.89e6. The total count rate of the intrinsic activity LaBr 3 :Ce is 205 counts/s, corresponding to 1.2 cts/s/cm 3 which is close to the results in Ref [12] . The 5.6 keV full energy peak of LaBr 3 :Ce intrinsic activity is submerged by the SiPM array dark noise accounts for its low activity and the tested intrinsic activity spectra only shows the energy range of 10 keV-3 MeV. Because of the specific degree of LaBr 3 :Ce scintillation non-proportional response， the detected energy of 37.4 keV from the K cascade is only 35.5 keV; The max peak around 1.47 MeV, which consists of 1.436 MeV gamma-ray from 138 Ba, 1.436 MeV gamma-ray from 138 La, and 1.46 MeV gamma-rays from 40 K in the environment, centers at 1470 keV [12] . The three peaks around 1.7-2.8 MeV originate from the alpha decay of 227 Ac and its daughters. The measured intrinsic activity spectra in Fig. 4 covers the energy range from 10 keV to 3 MeV, which is calibrated with the 35.5 keV and 1470 keV peaks assuming a proportional response of the acquisition system. Fig. 4 Tested intrinsic activity spectra of the GRD module in energy range from 10 keV to 3 MeV. Activities are given in counts s -1 keV -1 cm -3 equivalent to Bq keV -1 cm -3 .
Measurements with radioactive sources and energy resolution
The large dynamic range of GRD achieved by the customized preamplifier, which consists of high and low gain channels, allows radioactive lines of interest to be measured in the GECAM detection energy range. We used a set of radioactive sources (Table 1) to characterize the response of the GRD in the 5.9-1173.2 keV range, i.e., the majority of the required GRD energy range. To stabilize the SiPM gain, which is affected by temperature fluctuations, the temperature was kept at 20 ℃ in an environmental chamber produced by China-Scicooling (CTE-SE7512-05F). The full energy peaks of the measured radioactive principle lines were fitted with Gaussian functions and FWHM energy resolutions were extracted. The radioactive energy lines and measured FWHM resolution are given in Table 1 . In the tests with the high gain channel (5-500 keV), the 55 Fe and 241 Am sources were placed directly above the Be window of GRD and the pulse height histograms were recorded. In the tested pulse height histogram of 55 Fe (Fig. 5 left panel) , the GRD energy resolution (FWHM) is 65.6% at 5.9 keV. In the tests with the low gain channel (30 keV-3 MeV), the pulse height histograms of Cs pulse height histogram shows an energy resolution of 5.3% at 662 KeV and it meets the meets GECAM typical energy resolution requirements (< 8% at 662 keV). Table 1 Studied X-ray and gamma-ray lines with FWHM resolution for the radioactive test. All results were acquired with a power supply on the SiPM array of 28 V. The energy resolution obtained from the pulse height histograms versus energy is plotted in Fig. 6 . The data are fitted by Eq. (1), which determines the energy resolution of the detector; the energy resolution is mainly affected by the uncertainty of the Poisson statistics in the low energy range, which is proportional to E -0.5 . The constant a will decrease as the light output of the crystal and photo detection efficiency (PDE) of the coupled devices increase [13] . In the higher energy range, the constant b which represents GRD non-idelities, becomes more responsible for the energy resolution. Other contributions to the energy resolution such as the non-proportional response of inorganic scintillators [14] are not added to the curve because they require more detailed measurements via X-ray calibration facilities in the low energy range (5-300 keV).
The results presented here are an approximate evaluation of the GRD energy resolution.
The fitting results show the energy resolution is not as good as those obtained with the PMT [15] due to the altogether lower PDE of the GRD module. The tested SiPM pixel has a higher PDE than PMT (40%) with a voltage supply of 28 V at the 420 nm wavelength [16] , but the dead space between the pixels of the array results in an overall decrease in PDE. The squared SiPM array covers only 50.5% the area of the GRD coupling surface. Although the dead space is covered with Tyvek, the light yield non-uniformity still results in relatively poor energy resolution in the higher energy range. However, the current results of energy resolution at 662 keV with GRD module falls well within the requirements of GECAM (8% at 662 KeV). In the low energy range, resolution is mainly affected by statistical uncertainty; in the higher energy range, light yield nonuniformity contributes more to energy resolution.
Energy to ADC channel conversion and nonlinearity correction
We analyzed the results of the measured pulse height histograms extracted from the radioactive source tests to determine the energy to channel conversion. The ADC peak channels of the high gain and low gain channels were pedestal-cut first, then normalized according to the spectra of the overlapped energy detection range. The energy versus the normalized peak channel position of the tested radioactive source energy lines were plotted by linear fitting as shown in Fig.  10 . The relation between the energy and ADC channel is Chn=1.921×E.
To more intuitively display the non-linearity, we plotted the ADC peak position divided by energy against the energy. The value should be constant over the whole energy range to ensure a good linear energy response; unfortunately, we observed an obvious distortion of linearity below 300 keV and a more dramatic decrease in the lower energy [14] . The linear fitting residuals of ADC peak channels are also plotted in Fig. 10 right panel and the residuals can be fitted by the experimental function:
where the fitting results are p 0 =2.698, p 1 =-12.53 and p 2 =0.01555. The energy to ADC channel conversion is not proportional and nonlinearity correction is needed. To reduce the residuals, we divided the linear curve of the E-C conversion by 1+f R /100. The nonline arity correction residuals, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 10 , are within 1.5% for the tested energy lines. The nonlinearity correction yet requires further calibration tests to confirm the feasibility of the proposed method in larger energy range and more precise energy measurements. 
Calibration capability with LaBr 3 :Ce gamma-ray lines
Drift in the detector energy response and readout electronics gain are common problems in space experiments. The payload works for several years throughout which the state of the whole detector system may change. In-flight energy calibration is usually performed on scientific satellites by accumulating a spectrum with radioactive sources [17] or the gamma-ray lines produced by materials in the spacecraft structure [18] . The galactic 511 keV gamma-ray line [19] as-detected can also be used for in-flight calibration. The two 138 La gamma-ray lines of LaBr 3 :Ce provide a quick approximation of the GRD energy response. To evaluate whether the two gamma-ray lines of GRD are buried by the in-flight background, we performed Geant4 based Monte Carlo simulation of GECAM GRD all mass model. The main sources of in-flight background (cosmic gamma, SAA proton activated, albedo gamma, and cosmic proton) were added with an energy spread as discussed in Section 3.2; the results are shown as a green curve in Fig. 8 (left panel) . The blue curve is the measured LaBr 3 :Ce background and the black curve is the total in-flight background . The two gamma-ray lines of GRD can be distinguished from the in-flight backgrounds.
The pedestals of measured histograms in Section 3.2 were cut first and then calibrated proportionally by the peaks (35.5 keV and 1470 keV) of LaBr 3 :Ce. The pulse height histograms of the high gain channel (5-500 keV) were calibrated with the single 35.5 keV peak; Two point calibration of 35.5 and 1470 keV were used in the low gain channel measurements (30 keV-3 MeV). The energy versus nominal energy as-calibrated by the LaBr 3 :Ce gamma-ray lines and corresponding energy residuals are plotted in Fig. 8 (right panel) . The calibration deviations are within 2.1% above 300 keV, but dramatically deteriorate in the low energy range to reach a deviation of 9.49% at 5.9 keV. The non-proportional response of LaBr 3 :Ce is the main source of deviation in the low energy range. It shows nonlinearity correction is necessary in the range of 5-300 keV. The galactic 511 keV gamma-ray line will also be used for GECAM in-flight calibration. Other methods (e.g., adding a radioactive source) may merit further consideration as well. Our results show that calibration based on LaBr 3 :Ce gamma-ray lines yield prompt judgments of the GRD energy response. 
Conclusions and future work
In this study, a set of radioactive sources tests was performed on the GECAM GRD module prototype. This GRD module is crucial for the acceptance of the first GECAM development phase; further developments will be based on this work. The radioactive source tests cover the energy range of 5.9 keV to 1.47 MeV and the tested energy resolution of 5.3% at 662 keV FWHM meets GECAM requirements (8%). The energy to ADC conversion shows obvious nonlinearity in the low energy range. A nonlinearity correction was performed to reduce the residuals. We also investigated the feasibility of using LaBr 3 :Ce intrinsic activity as an in-flight calibration method and determined the energy residuals. The Geant4 based Monto Carlo simulation was used to estimate the counts of the total spectra in-flight background, where the two energy lines of LaBr 3 :Ce were indeed resolved from the background.
The GRD performance will be further optimized in the next GECAM development phase. In the future, it is necessary to design a customized circle SiPM array to replace the currently used square SiPM array. This will provide better uniformity and energy resolution in the detection of high energy gamma-rays. The GRD non-linearity in the low energy range also merits further investigation. We plan to conduct experiments at the X-ray calibration facilities in HXMT of IHEP or the National Institute of Metrology in China. More precise energy to ADC conversion, energy resolution, and detection efficiency results provided by future calibration tests will provide important data for GECAM GRD energy response matrix simulation and adjustments.
